PhD in Metrology – 2019 PhD Day
Monday, 21st 2019 “Salone d’Onore” of the Valentino Castle

TO PhD STUDENTS, MS STUDENTS, RESEARCHERS, AND TEACHERS OF ALL FIELDS

Metrology PhD Students of XXXII Cycle will present the results they are going to use to defend their Doctoral Thesis.

You are kindly invited to come and listen to them to be aware of the last advances in the Metrology field.

Metrology PhD Students of XXXIII and XXXIV cycles will show their work in a Poster Session.

PROGRAM

SALONE D’ONORE
Welcome
08.30 - 08.40 Prof. PARVIS, Dott. BOTTAUSCIO

Presentation of XXXII cycle PhD Students
15 min of presentation, 10 min for questions

08.40 - 09.05 BARBIERI
09.05 - 09.30 CAVUOTO
09.30 - 09.55 GOZZELLINO
09.55 - 10.20 GUGLIANOLO
10.20 - 10.45 HUANG
10:45 - 11.15 Short break

11.15 - 11.40 IANNUCCI
11.40 - 12.05 LOMBARDO
12.05 - 12.30 LOSERO
12.30 - 12.55 MARZANO
12.55 - 13.20 PALUMBO
13.20 - 13.45 SACCO

13.45-14.30 - Lunch break

SALA DEI GIGLI
Poster Session - Cycles XXXIII and XXXIV
14.30 - 16.30 Poster exhibition
A board will browse all posters questioning the students. The best poster will be awarded with a special mention

SALONE D’ONORE
16.30 - 18.00 Official meeting of the COLLEGIO DOCENTI and evaluation of the PhD students